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China’s anthropogenic methane emissions are the largest of any country in the world. A re-1

cent study using atmospheric observations suggested that recent policies aimed at reducing2

emissions of methane due to coal production in China after 2010 had been largely ineffec-3

tive. Here, based on a longer observational record and an updated modelling approach, we4

find that China’s growth in methane emissions did decline (0.3±0.1 (±1σ) Tg CH4 yr−2 for5

2012-2017, as compared to 0.77±0.2 Tg CH4 yr−2 for 2010-2012). We find that the decrease6

in growth rate after 2012 can in part be attributed to a decline in China’s coal production.7

However, coal mine methane emissions have not declined as rapidly as production, imply-8

ing that there may be substantial fugitive emissions from abandoned coal mines that have9

previously been overlooked. We also find that emissions over rice-growing regions do not10

show a negative trend (0.13±0.05 Tg CH4 yr−2 for 2010-2017) despite reports of shrinking11

rice paddy areas, implying potentially significant emissions from new aquaculture activities,12

which are thought to be primarily located on converted rice paddies.13
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Methane is the second most important anthropogenic greenhouse gas after carbon dioxide14

and accounts for nearly 25% of radiative forcing since the pre-industrial era 1. It has been high-15

lighted as an important target for meeting climate policies such as the Paris Agreement2. Global16

methane concentrations stabilized in the atmosphere from 1999 to 2006 but growth resumed in17

20073, 4 and still continues at some of the highest rates in the recent measurement record5. The18

causes of these recent changes in the atmosphere remain controversial 6–12.19

China is the largest anthropogenic methane emitting country in the world according to United20

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) reports 13. Coal mining, rice21

cultivation, ruminant livestock, and waste management are thought to account for about 90% of22

the country’s total methane emissions 14–16. Previous inverse analyses (or “top-down”, atmospheric23

data-based estimates) of satellite and surface network observations suggested that China’s annual24

emissions grew by ∼1 Tg CH4 yr−2 from 2000 to 201017, 18, and that this trend continued for25

2010-201519, primarily due to increased emissions from coal mining. However, recent bottom-26

up inventory estimates using localized emission factors and information on coal production from27

China 16, 20 show that China’s coal mine methane (CMM) emissions have instead stabilized or28

decreased since 2012, with coal production declining by about 10% by 2017 from the peak levels29

in 2012/2013. There are also emerging sources such as abandoned coal mines and freshwater30

aquaculture 21, 22, which have not been assessed by previous inverse modeling studies.31

Here we use eight years (2010-2017) of Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT)32

column methane observations23 and high frequency data from the National Institute for Environ-33
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mental Studies Japan (NIES) surface network at Cape Ochiishi and Hateruma in Japan24 to es-34

timate methane emissions and trends in China through a regional Bayesian inverse analysis. Our35

regional inverse approach has the benefit over previous global studies19, 25 that estimates of methane36

emissions can be made at higher spatial resolution (crucial for accurate source attribution) and in-37

dependent of the large uncertainties in the main sink8, 9, atmospheric oxidation by the hydroxyl38

radical. Source emission attribution often relies on knowledge of relative fractions of sectoral39

emissions within model grid cells. We use state-of-the-art bottom-up inventories as the prior for40

the inversion, which include accurate geo-coded locations of coal mines in China16, known to41

better than 20 km, spatially finer than the model resolution. Most previous inverse analyses for42

China used the EDGAR v4.2 or EDGAR v4.3.2 gridded inventories15 as their prior estimates for43

anthropogenic emissions. However, incorrect source locations for coal mining, oil, and natural gas44

sectors have been found in the EDGAR inventories, which can bias inversion results and lead to45

erroneous source attribution in top-down estimates 16, 26–30. The improved inventory information46

in our inversion allows us to more accurately quantify emissions and attribute contributions from47

different source sectors. Uncertainties in source attribution due to prior fractional information are48

assessed by an ensemble of 1000 inversions using perturbations of the prior inventories (referred49

to as SENSPrior, see Methods for details). The details of the prior inventories are summarized in50

Table S1 in Supplementary Information (SI). Throughout this text, estimates are presented as the51

mean of the “SENSPrior” ensemble with uncertainties represented by ±1σ of the ensemble.52
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Figure 1: China’s national methane emissions over 2010-2017. The posterior estimate from this study (blue) is the

mean of the inversion ensemble (SENSPrior) with shading corresponding to (1σ) of the ensemble. Two additional

inversions using the EDGAR v4.2 (orange) and scaled EDGAR v4.2 (light blue) inventories as the prior are also shown.

Bottom-up estimates from China’s 2014 UNFCCC report 13, and previous top-down estimates with (1σ) uncertainties

from Miller et al.19 and Wang et al.31 are provided.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of China’s methane emissions. (a) Prior methane emissions in China from invento-

ries; (b) Mean posterior emissions for 2010-2017 from this study; (c) Absolute difference between mean 2010-2017

posterior emissions and the prior; and (d) Major source sectors for grid cells with high emissions (>5 metric ton per

day) and dominated (>50%) by a single source as identified by the prior.“Other” denotes high emitting grid cells but

with no source comprising >50% of a grid cell.
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China’s national emission estimates and trends53

We estimate China’s mean annual total methane emissions over 2010-2017 to be 57.6 ±2.4 Tg CH454

yr−1 (of which 55.2±2.3 Tg CH4 yr−1 are anthropogenic emissions) (Fig. 1). Our posterior an-55

thropogenic estimates are consistent with the China’s 2014 UNFCCC report 13 (55.3 Tg CH4 yr−1)56

and with the previous top-down estimates over similar time periods 19, 25, 31. While our estimates57

are only 6% lower than the prior (61.2 Tg CH4 yr−1, Fig. 1), there are large positive and negative58

differences on a sub-national/provincial scale that tend to cancel each other on the national scale59

(Fig. 2).60

We find that China’s emissions exhibit an increase during 2010-2012 (inclusive, 0.77±0.261

Tg CH4 yr−2), but the trend slows after 2012 to 0.3±0.1 Tg CH4 yr−2 for 2012-2017. Our trend62

estimate for 2010-2015 (0.5±0.2 Tg CH4 yr−2) is smaller than 1.1±0.4 Tg CH4 yr−2 suggested by63

a previous study19 for the same time period. This is discussed further below.64

Emissions and their trends for major source sectors65

Fractions of each source in the prior emission inventories can be used to apportion emissions and66

emission trends to source sectors in countries such as China where the different sources have dis-67

tinct spatial or temporal distributions29, 32. Coal mining, rice cultivation, livestock, and waste are68

dominant sources for China’s anthropogenic emissions. CMM emissions are mainly in Shanxi69

province and Southwest China, whereas emissions from rice paddies dominate in Southeast China.70

Livestock emissions are mainly concentrated in a number of provinces in north-central and South-71
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west China. Waste emissions are localized in urban areas. Wetland emissions are small in China72

and only dominate a few places in Southeast China and North China. Emissions from other an-73

thropogenic sources and natural sources are too small to dominate any grid cells. Regions having74

mixed sources (i.e., no source comprising > 50% of a grid cell) are mainly in Sichuan and Shan-75

dong provinces. Overall, the locations dominated by these major source sectors are well separated76

at the 0.352◦ × 0.234◦ model spatial resolution and account for 70% of the total emissions from77

China (Fig. 2d).78

Coal mining is the largest contributor to the total methane emissions in China with mean79

2010-2017 emissions of 14.5 ±1.4 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Table S1). The second largest source in China80

is rice cultivation with mean emissions of 13.2 ±1.0 Tg CH4 yr−1, followed by livestock at 11.281

±1.1 Tg CH4 yr−1 and waste at 10.2 ±0.8 Tg CH4 yr−1 (Table S1). Trends for these sectors are82

discussed below, with other minor source sectors showing no significant trends (see Fig. S5 in SI).83

CMM emissions increased by 0.7±0.3 Tg CH4 yr−2 from 2010 to 2012, driving the national84

trend, but flattened afterwards with a smaller growth of 0.1 ± 0.06 Tg CH4 yr−2 for 2012-201785

(Fig. 3a). According to activity data, coal production peaked in 2013, and in 2016/2017 returned86

to levels similar to those of 201035 (Fig. 3b). The derived emission trend is consistent with coal87

production activities for 2010-2012 (Fig. 3b), but deviates after that. This inconsistency between88

top-down estimates and production may be due to emissions from abandoned coal mines. Since89

2010/2011, China has consolidated its coal industry to concentrate production in the existing larger90

and more efficient coal mines (typically state-run mines), and to gradually close a large number of91
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Figure 3: China’s methane emissions and emitting activities since 2010 for 4 major source sectors. (a,b) coal

methane emissions and mining activities (production and number of active mines); (c,d) rice-aquaculture methane

emissions and activities (areas for rice paddies and aquaculture ponds); (e,f) waste methane emissions and activities

(the amount of solid waste at landfills and the number of waste water treatment plants); (g,h) livestock methane

emissions and activities (cattle population). Shaded areas denote ±1σ uncertainties from the posterior ensemble

(“SENSprior”). Our inversion results using EDGAR v4.2 as the prior are also shown in addition to previous results

from Miller et al. 19. Freshwater aquaculture areas are from Bureau of Fisheries China33. Activity data for waste

water treatment plants are from Zhao et al.34. Other activity data are from the National Bureau of Statistics of China

35.
9



small, village or town-owned coal mines16, 34. Our CMM prior inventory includes 11,000 operating92

coal mines in 2010/2011, of which about 4000 mines have been abandoned over 2010-201716 (Fig.93

3b) but are still allocated in the prior inventory for the inversions. Therefore the derived trend94

over coal mine fields comprises the contributions from abandoned mines since 2011. An actively95

venting abandoned mine can emit methane up to 40-90% of its initial rate in the first 3-4 years,96

shrinking to 10% after 30 years 36. Increasing emission factors for active coal mines may also97

explain the inconsistency, but reported recovery rates of CMM have been increasing 16, 20, 37. Thus98

emission factors are more likely to have decreased or remained stable, which would suggest about99

1.7 Tg CH4 yr−1 coming from abandoned coal mines in 2017 assuming emissions in 2017 from100

active coal mining are similar to those in 2010.101

Our CMM emission trend differs from that derived in the previous inverse analysis19, which102

shows a continuous increase after 2012 1.0±0.3 Tg CH4 yr−2 (Fig. 3a). We propose that this dif-103

ference is due to two factors related to the spatial pattern of emissions in the prior. First, the trend104

in total emissions is higher after 2013. When we use the EDGAR v4.2 as the prior in our inversion105

rather than the China-specific coal inventory 16, we derive a similar larger trend after 2012 in the106

total emissions (Fig. 1). The magnitude of prior CMM emissions do not significantly influence the107

posterior trend as indicated by our inversion results using scaled-down EDGAR v4.2 coal emis-108

sions (Fig. 1). This finding indicates that inaccuracies in the spatial distribution of the coal sector109

in EDGAR can to some extent lead to errors in the derived trend in total emissions. Second, the110

EDGAR v4.2 inventory at coarse resolution (2◦×2.5◦) that were used by the previous global inver-111

sion 19 (Fig. S6 in SI), show that grid cells dominated by coal or mixed sources account for about112
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85% of the total emissions, in contrast to the high-resolution China-specific inventory used here113

which has 28% of total emissions from coal dominated grid cells. The strongly differing emission114

patterns between the two inventories remain even at higher spatial resolution (Fig. S7 in SI). This115

would lead to a higher apportionment of the total trend to the CMM sector and consequently affect116

the trends of other source sectors (Figs. 3c,e,g). These two factors together may explain the larger117

derived trend in CMM emissions in the previous work, compared to our estimates.118

The emission estimates from rice paddies have increased by 0.13±0.05 Tg CH4 yr−2 from119

2010 to 2017. Rice emissions are proportional to paddy area38, but the trend in derived emissions120

is opposite to that of reported paddy area after 2013 (2% decline from 2013 to 201735). The decline121

of rice paddy areas is largely related to ongoing conversion of paddy fields towards industrial-scale122

aquaculture 21. Freshwater aquaculture in China has emission factors about 4 times larger than rice123

cultivation and is estimated to emit 3.5 Tg CH4 yr−1 based on the total area of aquaculture ponds124

21, but has been overlooked in previous gridded bottom-up inventories (such as EDGAR v4.3 we125

used here for rice) and inverse analyses. The freshwater aquaculture industry is primarily located126

in the southeast of China 39 and more than half of aquaculture facilities been converted from rice127

paddies21. Therefore the estimated emissions from rice-growing regions informed by the prior128

include contributions from rice paddies, aquaculture ponds converted from rice paddies, and to a129

large extent existing aquaculture ponds. China’s total area of freshwater aquaculture ponds has130

increased more than 20% from 2010 to 201735 (Fig. 3d). This could explain the opposite trends131

between emissions and rice paddy areas.132
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Emissions from waste management inferred by the inversion exhibit a positive trend of 0.06±133

0.04 Tg CH4 yr−2 between 2010 and 2017 (Fig. 3e). Landfill methane emissions are partly related134

to the amount and type of solid waste and management at landfills40. Due to increased urbanization,135

the amount to solid waste added per year in China has increased by 50% from 2010 to 2017, and136

its trend accelerates after 201435 (Fig. 3f). In addition, the number of wastewater facilities has137

increased by 40% from 2010 to 2014 based on the most recent available data 34 (Fig. 3f), which138

is potentially a significant source contributing to the waste trend. However we are not able to139

distinguish contributions from landfills and wastewater because they are both in urban areas and140

largely co-located at ∼30 km spatial resolution.141

China’s livestock emissions do not exhibit a significant trend (0.01±0.03 Tg CH4 yr−2) over142

2010–2017 (Fig. 3g). Livestock emissions include enteric fermentation and manure management.143

The former accounts for more than 90% of China’s total livestock emissions and is linearly cor-144

related to cattle population, which does not show a significant trend over 2010-2017 but suggests145

a small decrease between 2010-2012 (Fig. 3h). The emission trend from livestock is expected to146

remain stable in the future because the growing meat consumption in China is due to be met by147

increasing imports 35.148

Effective climate policies aimed at limiting these emissions will rely on accurate estimates149

and robust source attribution. In conclusion, our inverse analysis suggests that China’s annual150

methane emissions continue to increase from 2010 to 2017 but we find that the rate of increase has151

slowed to 0.3±0.1 Tg CH4 yr−2 for 2012-2017, as compared to 0.77±0.2 Tg CH4 yr−2 from 2010-152

12



2012. We show that emissions from China’s coal mining and rice-growing regions have remained153

positive after 2012 despite a decrease in coal production and in the area harvested for rice. We154

propose that this may be due to sources such as fugitive emissions from abandoned coal mines and155

the growth in aquaculture systems in previous rice-growing areas. These sources have not been156

widely considered in previous national-scale studies of emissions from China. However, our work157

suggests that they should be carefully considered in any future emission mitigation efforts, as they158

may have had, and will likely continue to have, a substantial influence on China’s overall methane159

emissions trends.160

Methods161

Observations. We use the version 7.2 proxy nadir retrievals of GOSAT methane column data from162

the University of Leicester 23 in our inverse analysis. GOSAT retrieves the atmospheric methane163

column by nadir measurements of solar backscatter (1.65 µm absorption band) 41. Observations are164

made at three circular pixels of 10 km diameter across the orbit track 260 km apart, separated by165

260 km along the track. The same locations are sampled every 3 days. In China, GOSAT retrieves166

more data in the west, where there are less clouds. The number of GOSAT retrievals over a given167

location is similar for different seasons, though it is slightly larger during October - December in168

China (see Fig. S8 in SI).169

We also include ground-based hourly measurements at (43.2◦N, 145.5◦E, 96 m above sea170

level) and Hateruma (24.1◦N, 123.8◦E, 46.5 m above sea level) stations in Japan operated by the171

Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES), which have been described in detail by Tohjima et172
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al. 24. The two stations are relatively insensitive to China’s emissions, but help to improve the173

constraints to boundary conditions.174

Inversion framework. We use the UK Met Office NAME (Numerical Atmospheric dispersion175

Modelling Environment) model, a Lagrangian particle dispersion model42, as the atmospheric176

transport model used to provide the relationship between emissions and concentrations in the at-177

mosphere. The model domain is 54◦E - 170◦W, 5◦S - 84◦N. We derive an optimized estimate178

of spatially resolved methane emissions in China using Bayesian inverse analysis. The inversion179

minimizes the cost function J(x) by solving ∇
x
J(x) = 0, with J(x) defined as follows:180

J(x) =
1

2
(x− xprior)

TP−1(x− xprior) +
1

2
(y −Hx)TR−1(y −Hx) (1)

Here y is the vector of observations, H is the Jacobian matrix representing the sensitivities of181

observations to changes in the state vector x and xprior is the the prior value of x. P is the prior182

error covariance matrix and R is the observational error covariance matrix.183

The state vector contains 250 elements for aggregated methane emissions (200 elements for184

China) within the model domain using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with radial basis func-185

tions based on spatial proximity and source type patterns43. The use of the GMM enables us to186

retain high resolution for major sources up to native model resolution while coarsening resolution187

for weak or broadly distributed sources. The state vector also includes additional 4 elements for188

boundary concentrations at the 4 edges of the model domain and 1 element for an offset parameter189

between satellite and surface data. The prior boundary conditions are from a 4◦×5◦ global GEOS-190

Chem simulation using methane emissions optimized with GOSAT satellite data by Maasakkers191
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et al.25. The offset parameter (20 ppb as prior) accounts for any systematic differences between192

the GOSAT and the NIES ground-based measurements and their representations by the model 32.193

We assume 100% prior error for each emission state vector element without correlation (i.e. off-194

diagonal elements in P are zero), 2% prior error for boundary conditions, and 50% prior error for195

the offset parameter. Observational errors include GOSAT instrument, model transport, and repre-196

sentation errors. We use 10 ppb as the mean observational error (model error + instrument error)197

standard deviation derived by previous NAME inverse modeling against ground-based observa-198

tions 44. GOSAT mean instrument error standard deviation is 11 ppb 23, indicating that satellite199

instrument error dominates the observational error. For a given satellite observation, we take the200

maximum of the reported instrument error and NAME model error as the observational error.201

The sensitivity matrix H is computed by NAME. We release particles at a rate of 2000202

particles per hour for each GOSAT vertical level, over a one minute period centered around the203

retrieval time, and trace them back in time for 30 days, as done by previous studies 32, 45. For surface204

sites, we release 20000 particles at the release height of the stations (100 m and 50 m above sea205

level for Cape Ochiishi and Hateruma, respectively). The model is driven by the Unified Model’s206

Model meteorology 46 with horizontal resolution spanning from 0.352◦×0.234◦ to 0.141◦×0.094◦207

over 2010-2017. The model output is set to be 0.352◦ × 0.234◦ for the inversion to be consistent208

with the lowest meteorological resolution used. NAME has been used extensively to calculate209

sensitivity matrices for inverses analyses of long-lived greenhouse gases and ozone-depleting gases210

32, 44, 45, 47–49.211

We perform the inversion at monthly resolution. We optimize the logarithms of the emis-212
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sion to ensure positivity. Under the lognormal assumption, the inverse problem is non-linear and213

can be solved numerically by the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative algorithm 25 with a convergence214

tolerance of 0.05% for maximum relative error:215

xn+1 = xn + (R−1 +HT
nP

−1Hn)
−1(HT

nP
−1Hn)

−1(y −Hxn) +R−1(xn − xprior) (2)

where Hn = ∂y/∂(lnx) is the Jacobian matrix at the n-th iteration. Each individual element216

∂yi/∂ ln xj of Hn can be recalculated in the iteration by ∂yi/∂ ln xj = xj∂yi/∂xj with ∂yi/∂xj217

being individual elements of H for linear problems computed by the forward model.218

Sensitivity tests. To test the inversion sensitivity to the prior boundary conditions, we performed219

100 inversions by randomly perturbing the boundary conditions on each grid cell at four domain220

edges (referred to as “SENSBC”, Fig. S3). The perturbations followed a uniform distribution221

within ±2%. We also performed a sensitivity test on the model XCO2 by using a different GOSAT222

proxy product from the RemoTeC v2.3.9, which used the CarbonTracker Model to model XCO2
50,223

while the University of Leicester GOSAT proxy product used in our inversion is based on an224

ensemble of model XCO2 data23 (Fig. S4). These sensitivity tests show that inversion results225

are generally insensitive to different GOSAT proxy product and random perturbations on prior226

boundary conditions.227

To evaluate the inversion sensitivity to the prior fractional information, we perform an en-228

semble of inversions using 1000 different prior estimates generated by perturbing the baseline prior229

(this ensemble is referred to as “SENSPrior”). For each ensemble member, we first randomly select230

a source from coal, rice, livestock, waste, oil/gas, wetlands, or other sectors within a given grid231
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cell. We then perturb the relative fraction of the selected sector in that grid cell following a uni-232

form distribution (±20%). This is done by decreasing or increasing the selected sectoral emissions233

accordingly in the given grid cell. We neglect grid cells that have small emissions less than 0.5234

ton CH4 per day. We do not perturb source sectors that have a fraction of 0 or 1 in a grid cell (i.e.235

have no source emissions or dominate the grid cell completely). An example of perturbed sector236

fractions is shown in Fig. S9 in SI. This sensitivity test allows us to assess the effect on source237

attribution due to uncertainties in relative sector fractions within grid cells.238

We also perform two additional inversions using the EDGAR v4.2 inventory and a scaled239

EDGAR v4.2 inventory as the prior. The latter scales coal mining emissions in EDGAR v4.2240

from 28 Tg CH4 yr−1 to 16.7 Tg CH4 yr−1 to match the total emissions of coal mining in the241

China-specific coal inventory 16.242
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Validation of inversion results

To assess inversion performance, we simulate methane concentrations using posterior estimates

from the inversion. The posterior estimates reduce the root mean squared errors (RMSE) with

GOSAT and surface observations at Hateruma and Cape Orchiishi from 29-69 ppb using the prior

to 6-26 ppb, and present no significant trends in the residuals (Figs. S1 and S2 in SI). The mean

posterior offset parameter between satellite and surface measurements is 19.8 ppb (see Methods.

This term includes contributions from both model and measurement biases). We also verify the

inversion results by comparing modeled methane concentrations with independent measurements

(not used in the inversion) from the NOAA’s Cooperative Global Air Sampling Network8. The

posterior estimates improve the RMSEs at all five NOAA flask stations in or close to China and

show no significant trends in the residuals (see Figs. S1 and S2 in SI). Sensitivity tests to the prior

boundary conditions and different proxy XCH4 data also verify the robustness of our inversion

results (see Figs. S3 and S4 in SI).
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Table S1: China’s prior and posterior methane emissions with 1σ uncertainties.

Source Sector Prior (Tg CH4 yr−1) Posterior (Tg CH4 yr−1)

Fossil Fuels 17.8 15.6 ±1.5

Coal mining 16.7 14.5 ±1.4

Oil and natural gas 1.1 1.1±0.4

Rice Cultivation 14.1 13.2 ±1.0

Livestock 11.7 11.2 ±1.1

Waste Management 10.7 10.2 ±0.8

Wetlands 2.4 2.3±0.4

Other 4.6 5.2±0.6

Total 61.2 57.6±2.4

Coal mining is from Sheng et al 1 for the year 2010/2011. Oil and natural gas are from Scarpelli et al. 2

for 2016. Rice, livestock, and waste management emissions are from EDGAR v4.3.2 for 2012 3. Wetland

emissions are mean values for 2010-2017 from the WetCHARTS ensemble 4. “Other” including combustion,

industrial processes, agricultural field burning, composting from EDGAR v4.3.2 for 2012 3 as well as open

fires emissions from the Quick Fire Emissions Dataset (QFED5). Methane seasonality due to rice cultivation

and manure management in China is taken into account by applying seasonal scaling factors from Yan et

al. 6 and Maasakker et al. 7, respectively.
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Figure S1: Differences between observations and modeled XCH4 or CH4 using the prior and posterior estimates.

Also shown are the locations of Hateruma, Cape Ochiishi, and the five independent NOAA flask stations (bottom-

right panel). GOSAT and modeled XCH4 are averaged every 3 days for clarity in the figure. The posterior offset

parameter between satellite and surface measurements is 19.8±14.1 (±1σ) ppb.
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Figure S2: Observations and modeled XCH4 or CH4 using the prior and posterior estimates. GOSAT and modeled

XCH4 are averaged every 3 days for clarity in the figure.
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Figure S3: China’s methane emissions from major source sectors inferred from the inversions using the University of

Leicester v7.2 GOSAT proxy data (UoLv72) and RemoTec v2.3.9 proxy data. XCH4 in UoLv72 proxy data is based on

an ensemble of model XCO2
9, while XCO2 used in “RemoTec v2.3.9” proxy data is derived from the CarbonTracker

Model10. The two data products also differ in their inversion methods and treatments of aerosols in their forward

models.
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Figure S4: China’s methane emissions from major source sectors inferred from the inversion using prior boundary

conditions calculated by the GEOS-Chem global simulation (baseline) and the ensemble mean (SENSBC) of 100

inversions using perturbed boundary conditions. Perturbation follows a uniform distribution of ±2% of the baseline

value at the four NAME domain edges. Verticals bars are the ±2σ range of of the ensemble.
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Figure S5: China’s methane emissions from oil/gas, wetlands, and “other” inferred from the mean of the inversion

ensemble (SENSPrior) (see Methods in the main text). “Other” includes combustion, industrial processes, agricultural

field burning, composting, and open fires. Verticals bars are ±1σ of the ensemble.
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Figure S6: Source grid cells at 2◦ × 2.5◦ resolution dominated (> 50%) by a particular sector as identified by the

EDGAR v4.2 inventory. This coarse distribution was used in previous studies to apportion emissions estimates to

different sources 11. “Other” denotes source grid cells with no dominant source (> 50% within a grid cell). Here

regions dominated by coal mining or having mixed sources (“Other”) account for about 85% of total emissions.
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Figure S7: Spatial distributions of China’s coal mine methane emissions at 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ resolution from Sheng et

al.1 (used in this study) and EDGAR v4.2. The figure is adapted from Sheng et al.1.
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Figure S8: Number of GOSAT observations over China for different seasons during 2010-2017 (Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun,

Jul-Sep, Oct-Dec).
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Figure S9: An example of coal mining fraction differences between perturbed (one ensemble member and ensemble

mean) and baseline prior inventories.
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Figures

Figure 1

China’s national methane emissions over 2010-2017. The posterior estimate from this study (blue) is the
mean of the inversion ensemble (SENSP rior) with shading corresponding to (1σ) of the ensemble. Two
additional inversions using the EDGAR v4.2 (orange) and scaled EDGAR v4.2 (light blue) inventories as
the prior are also shown. Bottom-up estimates from China’s 2014 UNFCCC report 13, and previous top-
down estimates with (1σ) uncertainties from Miller et al.19 and Wang et al.31 are provided.



Figure 2

Spatial distribution of China’s methane emissions. (a) Prior methane emissions in China from invento-
ries; (b) Mean posterior emissions for 2010-2017 from this study; (c) Absolute difference between mean
2010-2017 posterior emissions and the prior; and (d) Major source sectors for grid cells with high
emissions (>5 metric ton per day) and dominated (>50%) by a single source as identi�ed by the
prior.“Other” denotes high emitting grid cells but with no source comprising >50% of a grid cell. Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 3

China’s methane emissions and emitting activities since 2010 for 4 major source sectors. (a,b) coal
methane emissions and mining activities (production and number of active mines); (c,d) rice-aquaculture
methane emissions and activities (areas for rice paddies and aquaculture ponds); (e,f) waste methane
emissions and activities (the amount of solid waste at land�lls and the number of waste water treatment
plants); (g,h) livestock methane emissions and activities (cattle population). Shaded areas denote ±1σ



uncertainties from the posterior ensemble (“SENSprior”). Our inversion results using EDGAR v4.2 as the
prior are also shown in addition to previous results from Miller et al. 19. Freshwater aquaculture areas are
from Bureau of Fisheries China33. Activity data for waste water treatment plants are from Zhao et al.34.
Other activity data are from the National Bureau of Statistics of China 9 35.
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